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Elisa Ossino is an architect and interior designer. Born in Sicily, 
she trained in Milan, where she studied at Politecnico. In the year 
2006, she established Elisa Ossino Studio focusing on residential 
and commercial interiors, product design, art direction, set design 
and styling.

Her works combines geometrical abstraction, monochromes, 
metaphysical and surrealist references, giving birth to a coherent 
and allusive relationship between space, light, and objects. A sort 
of scenic suspension inspires Elisa’s style, bringing in every pro-
ject a peculiar form of lightness. Essential lines and geometries are 
the distinctive features of her designs, giving to the space they are 
located in a deep scenographic feeling.

Elisa Ossino

2020
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On this page, set of the Trino family: model with matt 
oak sphere, T-model and model with marble sphere

The close relationship between Elisa Ossino and geometry is 
translated to the Viccarbe collection thanks to a new range of 
side tables.

Trino is born with a sculptural soul and stage vocation, with 
the inherent elegance of a design capable of expressing and  
complementing all types of interiors. The Ossino tables are also 
easy to move thanks to its three types of handles available: a metal  
structure and a small sphere available in solid oak or marble. 

As a novelty, the green marble sphere is now made by Salvatori, 
the renowned natural stone specialist. As ambassadors of the 
Mediterranean collaboration concept, being able to work closely 
with such talented brands is a privilege that reminds us why we 
do what we do. 

Once again, function and form meet to foster the synthesis 
between object and space.

Low Table, 2020

Trino,

by Elisa 
Ossino

On this page, set of a Copa chair four wooden legs 
base in ash with Trino low table, marble sphere

“Trino is born with a sculptural soul and stage vocation, with the 
inherent elegance of a design capable of expressing and complementing 
all types of interiors.”
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On the left page, set of Trino low table and Copa 
Lounge Chair. On this page Trino low table in white 
finish and marble handle.
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